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The ~estions Jedediah Smith Asked
By GLENN PRICE
The scientist in the laboratory "puts nature to the question" and extorts an answer
which contributes to the body of knowledge. In the I 8zo's J edediah Smith revolutionized the knowledge of the geography of the American West by putting the question to
the unknown region between the Great Salt Lake and the Pacific Coast. Extracting the
answer was difficult, laborious, painful, and dangerous, but Smith saw a question which
needed answering and persevered until it was done.
He was of course a trapper and a partner in a trapping enterprise and his explorations were also in search of beaver country. Near the end of his life he is reported
to have said:
I started into the mountains with the determination of becoming a first-rate hunter, of making
myself thoroughly acquainted with the character and habits of the Indians, of tracing out the
sources of the Columbia River, and following it to its mouth; a nd of making the whole profitable
to me.

Jedediah Smith was the first American overland to California and the first white
man to cross the Sierra Nevada because as a trapper he was looking for beaver in that
tierra incognita and because he simply wanted to know what was there.
The historian is interested in the kind of questions which a man asks. Light is thrown
upon the character of a man by an inquiry into the problems which bother him, the
unresolved questions with which he lives, which engage his concern at moments of
reflection. One may, in fact, know a man by the dilemmas he keeps. To evaluate a
man, examine the questions which he asks of life. This is a better touchstone to the
size and quality of his spirit than is provided by the solutions which he finds. The
experienced teacher says, "Go beyond the answers. Does he ask the important
questions?"
Two experiences in the Spring of I828 in the central valley of California are
interesting in the light they throw upon Smith's interests and concerns. They involved
two problems which evety mountain man had to face-grizzlies and Indians. This
California land was a great country for both. He noted in his journal that "the
creator has scattered a more than ordinary share of his bounties" in the region and he
added that it was a country which was "calculated to expand ... the energies of man."
On April 7 the party ran into some grizzlies and in attempting to rout one out of
the brush Smith rode in close. There was a sudden rush, and, as he wrote in his journal:
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•.• the Bear sprang for the horse. He was so close that the horse could not be got underway before
he caught him by the tail. The Horse being strong and much frighten ed exetered himself so powerfully that he gave the Bear no opportunity to close uppon him and actually drew him 40 or so yards
before he relinquished his hold.
The Bear did not continue the pursuit but went off and [I] was quite glad to get rid of his
company on any terms ...

On March I, near the confluence of the American River with the Sacramento, the
party had come suddenly upon an Indian village. Smith wrote:
Its inhabitants immediately fl[e]d. Some plunged into the river and some took a raft while some
squaws ran down the bank of the stream.
We galloped after them and overtook one who appered very much frightened and pacified her
in the usual manner by making her some presents. I then went on to the place where I had seen one
fall down. She was still laying there and apparently lifeless. She was IO or I I years old. I got down
from my horse and found that she was in fact dead. Could it be possible, thought I, that we who
called ourselves Christians were such fri ghtful objects as to scare poor savages to death.

Jedediah Smith had other more desperate and dangerous experiences with both
grizzlies and Indians. In the Black Hills a bear closed on him and mauled and lacerated
his entire body and virtually severed an ear; on three separate occasions he was one of
but few survivors of fights with Indians and he died at the hands of the Comanches.
But these two experiences demonstrate his attitudes; he was more unnerved on finding
that his party had fri ghtened a savage child to death than he was when riding a horse
which a bear had by the tail.
An early American psychologist said that "there is very little difference between
one man and another, but what little there is, is very important." J edediah Smith was
different from most men of his time and his occupation because of the questions which
he asked of life. He was concerned not only about the empty spaces on the map but
about the area of the unknown all around man. He put the basic questions about the
nature and quality and meaning of life itself. He was concerned about "futurity,"
about the slippery quality of "Time," about the gulf which separates the things of
time from the things that are timeless.
The experiences of his life might well have encouraged a man to speculate upon
the relative conditions of the quick and the dead. From the day he entered the mountains at the age of 2 3 until he was killed nine years later, he had been almost constantly
in danger of violent death . During that decade most of the men who had entered the
mountains with him had "gone under" as the mountain men said. But it is not the
experiences of a man which shape his life, but the use which he makes of those
experiences.
On D ecember 24, 1829, J edediah Smith wrote to his brother from the Wind River
in the Rocky Mountains: "I have entangled myself altogether too much in the things
of time." Examining his life and his achievements more than a century later, we must
conclude that he was a man who kept his attention on significant questions and thus
kept himself remarkably free of entanglement in those temporal influences, whether
benign or malevolent, which turn a man from his best work.
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Early Justice in Sonora
By

MARGARET H A NNA LANG*

For the most conspicuously direct action and forthright justice, Sonora, the county seat
of Tuolumne County, had the questionable distinction in that part of the Sierra Nevada
known as the Mother Lode. Her location in the Southern Mines- the district south
from Placerville-exposed her to different tensions than the less heterogenious Northern Mines. In the latter, Americans of Anglo-Saxon stock predominated. They had
come by wagon-train over the northerly routes across the plains from the Mississippi
Valley and the eastern seaboard.
The region of the Southern Mines was polyglot, a ve1itable "Tower of Babel."
Chilean, Mexican, Peruvian, British, E ast Indi an, French, German, Hawaiian,
Australian, and Chinese had poured in from the seaports, from M exico, and from
Panama in one steady stream. By the time the gold fields were reached, a screening
process had taken place, and the frail, the sensitive, and the reluctant had been elimi nated. The survivors were quick-thinking and self-reliant. They existed in a perpetual
state of excitement and stimulation in a world of "Gold," with new strikes, richer
diggings, new fri ends, and eventually new rules of life. In the greed and turbulance
of I848 - I85o, there was a sufficient number of men of education and foresight with
determination to bring about the emergence of law and order. The maelstrom of
greedy, energetic, st1iving individuals, coping with weather, transportation, unknown
terrain, and unheard-of wealth coalesced into ordered camps.
Many proud traditions came into the Mother Lode with the gold-seekers of '49,
and m any preconceived ideas of law, order, and freedom; or the reverse. Men had to
possess great adaptability. The stability of New England was pitted against the spontaneity of Texas, and Yankee shrewdness against Southern ways. In the mongrel
population of the mining regions were many educated men and all were obviously
vigorous, courageous, and intelligent. This fact was commented upon by Bayard
T aylor, the journalist sent out by Horace Greeley for the N ew York Tribune to
get a first-hand picture of the "Gold Rush." Many of the old documents in the
Tuolumne County Court House in Sonora could only have been w ritten by trained
minds.
How young the miners were! So were John Paul Jones, David Porter, and Stephen
Decatur, all captains of victorious fighting ships in the War of I 8 I 2, and all just
*Mrs. M argar et Hanna Lang is a native of T ennessee, grew up in Kansas City, and came to California in 1937. Val'ious charities and stage sets for the Children's Theater were activities following
college at Smith. Crafts absorbed her with ceramics and art at U.C. L.A. Next came teaching the
fundamentals of pottery in the Monterey Adult School until Pearl H arbor. Then two years and a
half were spent on the hospital staff of the American Red Cross.
"Early Justice in Sonora" is something of a reversal to type with a father and an uncle in Yal e;
a cousin, the late T . K. Whipple, at Princeton and the University of California; and another uncle
at Washington and Lee.
Acknowledgements are made to Carlo D ef erel'i and Donald Segerstrom for special assistance.

(Continued on page 4)
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Early Justice in Sonora (Continued from page 3)
turned thirty. Jedediah Smith crossed over the Sonora Pass at twenty-eight. Look at
our Air Force officers in World War II. The majority of the men mining were not old.
Credit should be given to that ingredient of youth in the spirit of our mountain
counties today.
Around Sonora, miners from Sonora, Mexico, were the first to locate a camp.
They were colorful and volatile in disposition, but ousted by the more aggressive
(Continued on page 8)
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The Dexter Hazen Hutchins Letters
Edited by

GRACE DELL STUART

LETTER III
Pacific O cean July 10th 185 2
0
Latitude 3° 17 North Long. 8o W est
352 miles from P anama

D ear Brother & Sister
I take this opportunity the first I have had to w rite you a letter which I hope will be
welcomely received for perhaps before thi s you may have had some anxiety for our
welfare since w e have been twice as long in making the passage (from New York to
the port of Panama which we expect to make day after tomorrow if nothing happens)
as we expected. My health has been generally good since I left home I had some sea
sickness the first few days out and a kind of bowel complaint after leaving Rio J aneiro
which lasted a week all the rest of the time I have been very well and hearty.
Claudius's health has been about the same as mine he stands the Journey like an old
Salt. I shal give you a short sketch of our J ourney as much as my space will allow.
We left N ew York on the 19th day of March in the afternoon went as f ar as Sandy
Hook cast our anchor and lay there through the night We weighed anchor at sunrise
the next morning and started out upon the broad ocean. We had rough weather th e
first week broke down our Engine the second day out.
I forgot to tell you the name of our vessel which is Pioneer a steam ship of 25
hundred tons burthan . We saw nothing worthy of note on our passage to Ri o, which
port we made on the I 8th of April after having been out of sight of land for 28 days.
Before entering the harbor we had a grand prospect from the ship the Brazi llian
mountains come to the Oceans edge and present a scene which my pen is to poor to
pi cture some of th em are thousands of f eet hi gh and being formed of rocks of a firm
nature are left perpendicular at the waters edge. We remained in Rio I o days. it is a
large city but the style is old fashioned the roofs of the buildings are all m ade of
earthern ware. The streets are very narrow which make it unhealthy and much subj ect
to yellow f ever there were many cases of it while we were there W e lef t Ri o on the
29th April and made the mouthe of the Straits on the I 2th of May after a pleasant
passage Nothing happened on the passage but we came near being shipwrecked off
the coast of Patagonia having ran within 3 or 4 rods of a reef of rocks und er water
3 or 4 f eet and 5 or 6 miles from shore. it was in the night and th e vessel was headed
directly for them but there being breakers over them at the time enabled us to make
ship just in time to save her W e made a pleasant passage through the Straits which
was also very interesting there being hi gh mountains on either side some covered with
snow and some with ice the Scenery is much varied and to us who had seen so much
water very pleasant. We suffered some from cold but were only 6o hou rs goi ng
through After leaving the straits two or three days we were beset by heavy winds all
ahead which very much retarded our progress for several days. We did not expect to
stop short of Valparaiso but our coal having failed we were obliged to put into the
port of T alcuhuano which we made in I 9 days after leaving the straits a distance of
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only 1400 miles and after having experienced some Awful storms. It was said by some
who had been to sea 8 or 10 years that they never saw the like before You would
hardly believe me if I were to tell you there were variations of the surface of the
water of 40 or 50 feet Our vessel sometimes on the top of an immense wave and
then again surrounded on every side by mountain waves which seemed to threaten her
destruction but she out rode them all and got into port but not out of danger We got
in after dark and it was so dark that we could not see our situation which was near a
reef of rocks which was mistook for a raft. in the night an awful storm came up from
the north said to have been the hardest the harbor had suffered in 8 years. We were
drifted through the night towards the rocks and about 8 Oclock in the morning we
were upon them in spite of all that could be done. It was thought by the p~ople on
shore that the ship would be a wreck and many bets were made and taken that she
would go to pieces the same as several others had done before. But thank Providence
we got her off after a struggle which I shall never forget. We had no coal and in order
to get off we were obliged to get up steam by burning pork Lard tar rosin furniture
and rigging and several spars one of which cost 65 dollars in New York but we finally
succeeded and the cost of the fire must have been several hundred dollars but would
not compare with the loss of the ship which cost between 2 and 3 hundred thousand.
We remained in this place 10 days which by the by is the meanest of all places under
the sun containing 6 or 7 thousand of the most degraded set my eyes ever saw. A perfect
set of black legs and degraded females unlike any you could imagine for boldness and
disease some of which was taken on board by some of the passengers but by none of
our Company who all kept clear We left Tulcuhuano on the night of the 12th of
June went along the coast to Valparaiso which port we made on the 13th 24 hours
sail with the mighty Andes in sight all the way. Remained in this city 3 days (which
by the by is a large place situated on the side of a mountain 90 miles from the Andes
which were in plain sight and covered with snow presenting a very grand appearance.
On the 16 at night we started for Coquimbo 200 miles from Val. which distance
we ran in 23 hours We stopt at this port for the purpose of coaling-up which we did
after 9 days and having taken on board 1000 tons of coal at 23 dollars per ton We
started from Coquimbo on the 27 after dark; today being the 14th day out of port
having favorable winds all the way we have made a good run and hope we shall get
into Panama day after tomorrow. We have seen a great many curiosities since we left
home Some of them I will name firstly a great variety of birds differing from all
the birds of the northern zone among some of the most wonderful are the pellicans
with a bill I 4 inches long and a pouch attached capable of holding a Peck several
which we killed measured this. The Albatross a very beautiful bird with gay rich
plumage and measuring over 10 feet from tip to tip of the wing large numbers of
these we caught with large fish hooks without hurting them. The skin of ones foot
will hold a pint many were killed on purpose for their feet and bones. So much for
birds And as for fish we saw any quantity of them porpoises grampus blackfin
and whales in any quantity directly under our bows and playing all manner of shines
(Continued to page 24)
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"Immortal Wift"*
Los Angeles May I Ith I 888.
My dear Mrs Boring
We got back, on time and without accident-the regular smash-up for the week
took place the day after we passed the Tehatchapai and made a delay of ten hours, but
our pleasant journey carried its good luck and pleasure all the way back to our own
door. I think one rarely has a week of such unbroken content and happy emotions,
unmarred by any one single jarring event.
We shall always associate My Mayor and yourself with these days that connect new
friends with old days and make us sure of being kindly remembered by you, and so
many San Jose friends.
The General has steadily improved in health. It was a dip back into the fountain of
youth to see and realize what he had been fortunate enough to secure for our American
energies to develop: And to be so affectionately, and beautifully, welcomed into its great
results was a gratification that gave new life-and will stay fresh always in our
memories.
We found five days accumulation of mail, some of it business needing much writing
and I (the Secretary) only regained freedom yesterday to write my own letters, after I
had carried the last things to a type-writer for triplicate copies. We cannot rely on our
mails here, but must express and mail and use all channels for any important paper.
As we waited in our carriage at the S.P. Depot for the trunk the mail wagon waited
beside us-a common and shabby little one-horse open wagon such as fruit pedlars use
here-a mean straight backed ungroomed little horse, and the end-board hanging
down though many bags loosely thrown in hung irregularly over the edge. The two
men on the driving board faced the horse and the bags jolted loosely as they crossed
tracks and jogged away. We saw why so many letters failed to reach.
I hope they will not lose this for I want you, and the Mayor, to know how warmly
we appreciated all your attentions and what charming personal recollections we carried
away of yourselves as well as of your lovely San Jose.
The General and my daughter join in regards and remembrances and I am
My dear Mrs. Boring
Sincerely yours
Jessie Benton Fremont

*Through the courtesy of one of our sponsors, Miss Rosalind Boring, has come this gem from the
pen of Jessie Benton Fremont. The letter is addressed to the wife of the then Mayor of San Jose.
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Early Justice in Sonora (Continued from page 4)
Anglo-Saxons who followed the trail of the gold discoveries. After the war with
Mexico, even if there had been no gold, California would have received a large
increment to her population, of the restless, the displaced, and the adventurous seeking
new frontiers in the let-down after war. It had been just twelve years since the Alamo
and San Jacinto, and three since San Gabriel and Vera Cruz. With memories of the
Mexican War and its cruelties still vivid in both elements of the population, antagonism and hatred lay not far underneath the surface, ready to flare up at the slightest
provocation. When the discovery of gold catapulted former enemies into one meltingpot, it is surprising that violence and rioting did not flourish more. Further pressures
were built up by the hordes of gold-seekers.
C amps grew up where groups of the same nationality worked together. These were
the first settlements in the Mother Lode. They consisted of brush or canvas shelters as
close to the gold-bearing bars and gulches as practical. Possessions were left in them
unguarded, when the owners were mining further afield. In the beginning they were
impregnable fortresses . As hangers-on multiplied and disreputable elements drifted in,
maximum security dwindled.
As the surface gold was gathered, men began to dig. To work a "hole," run a
cradle, or operate a slui ce-box, a pair of men at least was needed. Teams were formed.
Men made agreements. When three men get together and two are in accord, government is born. Miner's courts came into existence almost immediately. Generally regulations were set up to rule geographical areas. In each such area, its own "adheard to
rools" limited the amount. of gold-bearing claim allotted to each miner. Each was
required to work his claim so many days a week, and to mark it in some obvious manner.
In the earliest days the mere act of leaving tools, or a rocker, or a sluice-box on location
was sufficient. To quote a document in the Tuolumne County Court House:
Extract from Sec 3 - " .. . in Every instance the oldest Claim shall have the preference But in no
Instance shall a person Lay off a Hole for Sale or barter - Have more than one hole at the same time.
Sec. 11 - - To constitute a legal claim to certain portions of the river for the purpose of Draining or working
it is necessary that the party or partys taking up a claim or claims along the said river shall place a
notice at each end of the Extent of Ground proposed to be Claimed-then register a copy of Said
notice in the office of the Alcalde of this district upon compliance of with which the said party or
partys will be entitled to :fifteen days to date."

This ruling was understood well enough at Pine Log Crossing, where it was interpreted by Alcalde Charles M. Radcliff in a case of claim-jumping in May, I 8 50.
In the ruggedness of the mountains, men were dependent upon each other, often
for survival itself. Parties working as "companies" had organized before leaving their
home towns, others en route, and others on the spot.
There is a strong flavor of the sea in the mines. It came with the sea-faring men
who abandoned the sea for gold. Letters from Governor Mason to Commodore
Shubrick warn him to expect desertions from his vessel. To age-old sea codes is due
the custom, especially on whalers, where the whole ship's company, captain, crew, and
owners of ship and cargo, bind themselves together in "contribution," all to share the
gains, all to share the losses. There is similarity in the agreements made by the early
mining companies.
(Continued in May issue)
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First Crop from the San Joaquin
By REGINALD R. STUART
During the I 920's there was a tremendous up-surge in attendance at the California
adult education schools. An analysis showed that the most popular courses were millinery and auto mechanics.
A hundred years earlier-during the first half of the 19th century-most of the
country west of the Mississippi was rather thoroughly explored by bands of men who
ranged over the section.
Now most of us know something about the "Rush to California" in I849 and the
following years. We know that it came as a result of the discovery of gold in the Sierra
in January of 1848. How many of us know why the great West was explored during
the years be fore the discovery of gold?
Ironically, the reason was exactly the same as caused a thousand women of northern
Oakland and Berkeley to join the adult millinery classes in Technical High School
in the early I 92o's.
The reason was HATS-men's hats in r82o-and women's hats in r920.
Most people will not question the economic importance of ladies' hats. It may come
as a shock, however, to the males that they are probably responsible by example for their
spouses' interest in millinery.
In the 182o's a fine beaver hat cost 4 guineas. To refresh one's memory on the
value of a guinea: it was the equivalent of 2I shillings, whereas a pound was 20
shillings. Now to interpret its value in terms of labor: a skilled mechanic in the I 8 2o's
received approximately 8 guineas for a year's work. In other words, a skilled carpenter,
or iron worker, could buy just two beaver hats for a whole year's labor!
It was, of course, this tremendous incentive which sent trapping parties all over the
West to open up the entire country. Here, in one week's catch, might be earned remuneration equal to a whole year of labor! The price of beaver pelt varied from $2.00
to $5.00 per pound. For years, beaver skins were the medium of exchange in the
mountains.
Now let us consider conditions in California. In 1769 Father Serra founded in San
Diego the first of the chain of California missions. In I 823 the 2 rst and last mission
was started in Sonoma. The California missions were established along the coast.
During those years the San Joaquin Valley remained an almost unknown land. It is
true, a few exploratory trips were made through the valley, but generally speaking, it
was considered a dismal, worthless tract of tules, and water-courses interspersed with
sandy deserts. Charles Loring Brace as late as 1869 wrote: "Many of my agricultural
friends believe that the tule swamps about the mouths of the California rivers will
eventually become rice-fields. The climate, however, is probably too cool for the growth
of this valuable product." Again, he says: "A stranger, desiring to settle in this State,
should avoid the river bottoms, such as the lower plains of the Sacramento and the San

Joaquin, as those are the only parts of the country subject to the fever and ague ... "
Up to the middle of the 182o's the San Joaquin Valley was more of a liability than
a resource.
Frequently when the padres had gotten things going well at a mission, a band of
wild Indians from the San Joaquin would swoop down upon them, run off their cattle
and horses, and steal a bunch of the women. Periodically the soldiers would raid the
San Joaquin and kill a few hundred of the natives.
So it was until the year I 8 2 7. It was during the early part of that year that Jedediah
Smith and his party of trappers came straggling down the San Joaquin Valley. Finally,
they reached the vicinity of the Stanislaus River and pitched their camp.
When "Beaver Country" is mentioned, one is likely to think of the Pacific Northwest. The facts are that Stockton and San Joaquin County are about as strictly "beaver
country" as any place in the West. I am told that on back-water sloughs not too far
from Stockton and French Camp there are still oldtimers who put in a part of their
winter months in trapping beaver. We, here in Stockton, are in the beaver country,
though probably the northern furs may be a little better.
A mature beaver weighs about 35 pounds and its pelt from 1Yz to 2 pounds. They
live in burrows in the banks of streams which are lined with cottonwood, willow,
birch, alder, and aspen. The entrances of their burrows are several inches below the
low-water mark of September. An early trapper was able to handle from 4 to 6 traps
which were located in shallow water near the entrances to the burrows. The bait was
placed on leaves which hung just above the traps. When the beaver was caught, he
dived into deep water and was usually drowned before he could gnaw himself loose.
He was skinned at once: a slit was made down the front and then a transverse cut down
the inside of each of the four legs. At the camp the skin was stretched on a frame,
scraped, and d1ied. The hides were folded for packing with the fur inside.
Up to the time that the Smith party reached the San Joaquin Valley, they had procured only 40 beaver skins. They remained in the vicinity of present-day Stockton for
one year, leaving the area in early January, 1828.
It was during the year of 18 2 7 that the first crop was taken from the San Joaquin.
That crop was not wheat, nor corn, nor barley, nor any other food product. It was
skins- beaver skins- for trimming the high-crowned beaver hats. This, then, was
the first crop harvested in the San Joaquin Valley, and it was in 182 7.
On November 18, 1827, Smith sold his furs, or a part of his furs, to the captain of
the ship Franklin in San Francisco harbor. There were 1568 pounds of beaver pelts
which he sold at $2.50 per pound, receiving a total of $3,920.00 for his beaver, and
a small amount additional for his otter skins.
In negotiating with the captain of the Franklin, he was handicapped in having to
sell where there was only one buyer. Generally speaking, this sale represented the catch
on the San Joaquin during the year 1827.
When we consider the purchasing power of $4,000.00 at that time, we appreciate
its importance. Its value was equivalent to not less than ten times that amount in today's
market.
To summarize: The first crop from the San Joaquin was beaver skins. The year was
I 82 7. The harvesters were J edediah Smith and his party of trappers. The value of the
crop in today's currency was roughly from $4o,ooo.oo to $5o,ooo.oo.

The Director's Report
The past year has been one of unprecedented growth and understanding. Almost every
activity has forged ahead-many have doubled in size and importance. Cooperation
has been whole-hearted and almost universal. As we look back across the twelve-month
period, we must acknowledge the great debt we owe to our sponsors. We have found
them pulling for Pacific all over the West. This help has been in many ways: entertaining and piloting our touring parties, making gifts to the Foundation, writing letters,
speaking the good word, attending meetings, and, from some who were unable to take
an active part, remembering the Foundation in their prayers. Let no one think that the
least assistance has come from this latter group. We know full well that by all pulling
together, a great work can be done.
Some of the following activities were initiated by the History Foundation, others
were adopted, and still others have now reached the point where they are entirely
independent. Indeed, this was the plan of Dr. Burns when he established the Foundation
twelve years ago. "To foster, to encourage, to promote, and to preserve the traditions
of the pioneers." Here are a few of the related historical projects of the College of
the Pacific:
Conference of California Historical Societies
Organized by the Foundation in I954, it is now entirely autonomous. Clyde
Arbuckle, President; Dr. Frank M. Stanger, Vice-President; Dr. R. Coke Wood,
Executive Secretary; Ivy M. Loeber, Treasurer; Harold G. Schutt, Publications
Chairman; Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, President Emeritus; and I6 Regional VicePresidents.
I.

Pacific's History Tours
The tours scheduled for I 959 include the California Missions Tour, March 2 I-28;
the spring San Simeon Tour, May I-3; the J edediah Smith Sierra Trail, July I I-I 2;
the Beaver Trail Tour to the Pacific Northwest, August I-I6; the fall San Simeon
Tour, October 23-25; the Apache Trail Tour to the Southwest, December I9 to
January 3, I96o. J. Randolph Hutchins, Glenn Price, R. Coke Wood, Lecturers;
Reginald R. and Grace D. Stuart, Conductors; Elliott J. Taylor, Director.
2.

3· Library of Western Americana
This has been increased by several hundred volumes valued at approximately
$2,500.00. Grace D. Stuart, Curator; Ruth Phelps, Cataloger; Mary Bloom, Mary
Curtis, Alice Peters, Dorothy Tye and V. Covert Martin, Assistants.
4· History Department
Courses in California and vVestern History have shown a decided increase during
the past year. Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen, Chairman (on leave); J. Randolph Hutchins,
Acting Chairman; Dr. R. Coke Wood, Dr. Edmond Peckham, and Glenn Price,
Professors.
(Continued on pagers)

THE CALIFORNIA HISTORY FOUNDATION
BOARD OF SPONSORS

Robert E. Burns, President, College of the Pacific

Tully C. Knoles, Chancellor, College of the Pacific
Reginald R. Stuart, Director, California History Foundation
Grace Dell Stuart, Curator, Library of Western Americana
Malcolm R. Eiselen, Chairman, History and Political Science Department
]. Randolph Hutchins, llcting Chairman, History Department
Stuart C . Gibbons, President, Jedediah Smith Society
Philip A. Danielson, President, The Westerners Foundation
Glenn Price, Executive Director, The Westerners ·Foundation
V. Covert Martin, Sheriff, Stockton Corral of Westerners
Clyde Arbuckle, President, Conference California Historical Societies
R. Coke Wood, Executive Secretary, Conference California Historical Societies
Rockwell D. Hunt, President Emeritus, Conference California Historical Societies
Dr. Robert M. Adams, Stockton
Priscilla W. Barnes, Stockton
V. L. Beggs, Albuquerque
L. Burr Belden, San Bernardino
William Biddick, Jr., Stockton
Eugene W. Biscailuz, Los Angeles
Mary G. Bloom, Stockton
Rosalind Boring, San Jose
Amy L. Boynton, Lodi
Richard I. Brown, Bakersfield
Leona K. Buckner, Lemoore
Naomi McCallum Carey, Lodi
Peter T. Conmy, Oakland
Asta M. Cullberg, Arcata
Mary G . Curtis, Stockton
Doris Treat Daley, Stockton
Louisiana C. Dart, San Luis Obispo
Alta I. Davies, Salinas
Mary E. Druliner, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Aubrey Drury, San Francisco
Bernice M. Duchow, Sonora
David Duniway, Salem, Ore.
William H. Ellison, Santa Barbara
Albert Ely, Santa Fe
Jean B. Fay, Mount Angel, Ore.
Marjorie C. Flint, Hollister
Susie Fountain, Arcata
Eulalia Gardner, King City
L. S. Gerlough, San Francisco
Rosena A. Giles, Redding
W. Edwin Gledhill, Santa Barbara
Charles M. Goethe, Sacramento
Mary L. Greene, Monterey
Leroy R. Hafen, Provo, Utah
Judge Sherrill Halbert, Sacramento

Herbert S. Hamlin, Sonora
Therese S. Hamlin, Sonora
George P. Hammond, Berkeley
Michael Harrison, Sacramento
Marjorie Neill Helms, Grants Pass
Ralph Herring, Pacific Grove
Robert Hitchman, Seattle
Warren R. Howell, San Francisco
Willard E. Ireland, Victoria, B. C.
Herbert C. Jones, San Jose
Robert W. Keller, Oak land
Helen Weber Kennedy, Stockton
Vierling Kersey, Los Angeles
Gertrude M. Kettelman, Lodi
Walter Knott, Buena Park
Joseph R. Knowland, Oakland
Allan R. Lamsen, C. 0 · P.
Bruce M. LeRoy, Tacoma
. d
L A
Samson A . L m auer, os nge1es
Ivy M. Loeber, St. Helena
Rev. Leon L. Loofbourow, Richmond
Blanche Courtney Lorenzen, Modesto
Ralph H. Lutz, Stanford University
Lester McDonald, Bakersfield
John B. McGloin, S.J., San Francisco
J. Wilson McKenney, San Francisco
Jerry MacMullen, San Diego
Opal E. Marshall, Watsonville
Henry K . Mauldin, Lakeport
Fred J. Meamber, Yreka
William J. Miller, Claremont
Wm . J. Monihan, S.J., San Francisco
Rev. Robert W. Moon, San Leandro
Rev . B. J. Morris, Berkeley
Margaret F. Murrell, Santa Clara

Aubrey Neasham, Sacramento
Albert E. Norman, Oakland
Judge Walter Odemar, Los Angeles
Mayo Hays O'Donnell, Monterey
Allan R. Ottley, Sacramento
Chas. F . Outland, Santa Paula
Donald B. Owen, Albuquerque
Irene D . Paden, Alameda
Alice M . Peters, Stockton
Frank S. Pierson, Modesto
Edwin L. Pister, Stockton
Hero Eugene Rensch, Sacramento
Lewis Rice, Modesto
Leslie V. Richardson, Stockton
Margaret Schlichtmann, San Leandro
Harold G. Schutt, Lindsay
Donald I. Segerstrom, Sonora
Harry E. Shaffer, San Leandro
.
Judge Peter J. Shields, Sacramento
Marie Tinsley Smith, San Leandro
Wallace Smith, Fresno State College
PearlS. Sweet, Stockton
Arthur S. Taylor, Ashland, Ore.
Cecelia M. Thompson, Lodi
Margaret Thompson, Kennewick, Wn.
Dorothy Tye, Stockton
Ruby VanDeventer, Fort Dick
Caroline Wenzel, Sacramento
Leon 0. Whitsell, Stockton
C. R. Wickes, Glenn
Rev. J. W. Winkley, Walnut Creek
G. A. Werner, Stockton
Robert Whitner, Walla Walla
Edna L. Wright, Healdsburg

PROGRAM
TwELFTH ANNUAL INsTITUTE
CALIFORNIA HISTORY FouNDATION
CoLLEGE oF THE PAciFic

April IO and I I, I959
Friday, April IO
Anderson Social Hall
1:30 Registration $r.oo
2 :oo
Annual Meeting, Board of Sponsors
Anderson Social Hall
President Robert E. Burns, presiding
Report of Related Historical Groups:
Reginald R. Stuart, Director, California History Foundation; Mrs. Dwight
W. Curtis, President, San Joaquin Genealogical Society; Stuart C. Gibbons,
President, J edediah Smith Society; J. Randolph Hutchins, Acting Chairman,
History Department; V. Covert Martin, Stockton Corral of Westerners;
Glenn W. Price, Executive Director, The Westerners Foundation; Mrs.
Reginald R. Stuart, The Pacific Historian and Pacific's Tours; Dr. R. Coke
Wood, Executive Secretary, Conference California Historical Societies.
Remarks: Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, President Emeritus, Conference California Historical Societies
3:15 Reception and Tea, Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries
Courtesy of Board of Directors, and Earl Rowland, Director
6:30 Twelfth Annual Foundation Banquet
Women's Residence Hall
President Robert E . Burns, presiding
Introductions and announcements
8 :oo An Archivist A b1·oad: Searching Europe for Californiana
Rev. John B. McGloin, S.J., University of San Francisco
8:45 Should We Curb the Suprem e Court? Dr. Alonzo L. Baker, C.O.P.
9:30 Early California Art Exhibit
Campus Art Center
Courtesy of National League of American Pen Women, Stockton Branch,
and the College of the Pacific Art Department.
Saturday, April I I
Anderson North Dining Hall
7:45 Jedediah Smith Society Breakfast
President Stuart Gibbons, presiding
Business meeting. Election of officers
IO :oo
San Joaquin Delta Boat Trip
I 2 :oo
Annual Foundation Luncheon
The Lost Isle
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles, presiding
I :oo
How the Delta Was Settled, Dr. John Thompson, Stanford University
I :45
California Local or Localized History? Dr. Clarence F. Mcintosh, Chico
Western Americana Library
3: I 5 Spring Meeting, Board of Directors,
Conference California Historical Societies
President Clyde Arbuckle, presiding
6: I 5 Dinner, Board of Directors
President's Dining Room

OUR SPEAKERS
REV. DR. JoHN BERNARD McGLOIN, S.J., is the Archivist and an Associate Professor
of C alifornia History at the University of San Francisco. H e spent the g reater part
of last year searching the archives of Europe for little-known Californiana. Academic
training: A.B. Gonzaga, I 935; A.M. I 936; Ph.D. St. Louis, I 948 . He is the author
of "Eloquent Indian," the life of J ames Bouchard, California Jesuit, Stanford University Press, 1950. F ather McGloin has long been a member of the Board of Sponsors
of the California History Foundation.

DR. ALONZO L. BAKER is Professor of Political Science at the College of the Pacific.
He has taught courses in the History of the U.S. Constitution and will discuss the power
of judicial review as developed since I 803. He will cite basic decisions of the Supreme
Court involving cases in California and will climax his presentation by a review of
"the Warren Court" and its opinions on national security. Dr. Baker is a popular
speaker on World Affairs and has had a radio news commentary for years. Currently,
he appears five ni ghts per week on television on "Inside the News."
DR. JoHN THOMPSON is a Californian by choice and adoption, having arrived in I938.
He secured his M.A. from the University of California, preparing a thesis on San
Gorgonio Pass. H e has been at Stanford since I 95 I, teaching for four years, serving
as Faculty Resi dent in a freshman dormitory for a year, and performing writing and
editorial duties on the Hispanic American Report for six years. He was granted his
Ph.D. by Stanford University in 1957, his dissertation being "The Settlement
Geography of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta." In I 957-8, he received a Fulbright
Grant to do research in Chile. He is presently Instructor in G eography, Faculty Resident, and Assistant Editor.
DR. CLARENCE F. MciNTOSH writes: "I am a recent migrant (I947) from the Old
Country (Iowa) to the Colony (California )." He received his undergraduate and a
part of his graduate training at the State University of Iowa. His Ph.D. is from
Stanford University, I955· Dr. Mcintosh was an Instructor in History at Stanford for
five years. H e is in his third year as an Assistant Professor of History at Chico State
College.
We might add we are happy that this particular "migrant" chose to settle on the
frontier of Central California instead of the far-off shores of Long Beach.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Our sincere thanks and appreciation to
Our Hostesses: Miss M ary Bloom, Mrs. Doris Treat D aley, Miss Ellen Deering, Mrs.
Gerald D. Kennedy, Mrs. Hugh C. Tye.
Our Exhibitors: Hamlin's Pony Express Museum, Covert Martin, Stockton's American Pen Women, Pacific's Art Department, and the Pioneer Museum and Haggin
Galleries.
Flower Arrangements: Mrs. Alonzo Baker, Mrs. Robert E. Burns, Miss Alice Saecker.
Our R egistrar: Mrs. M ary Kass.

The Director's Report (continued from page I I)
5. The l edediah Smith Society
The Society has an active enrollment of IOO members. Its functions are: to
encourage research concerning the early American explorers of the West, to hold
semi-annual meetings, to provide data for historic plaques, and to develop a youth
program in the public schools. Leland D. C ase, Chicago, Founder; Stuart C. Gibbons,
President; Edward Smith, Vice-President; R. R. Stuart, Secretary-Treasurer, and a
Board of Directors of 30 members.

6. The Pacific Historian
This is the quarterly bulletin of the California History Foundation and the J edediah
Smith Society. With this number it begins its third year. Reginald R. and Grace D.
Stuart, Editors. L awton Kennedy, Printer.

7. San Joaquin Genealogical So ciety
The organization is one of our associated group. It has published several short
genealogical studies. It holds monthly meetings in the Western Americana Library
and is assembling an important collection of books. Mrs. Dwight W. Curtis, Sr.,
President; Mrs. J ackson Page, Secretary; Mrs. Allan Flack, Treasurer; Miss Mary
G. Bloom, Historian and Librarian.

8. The California-Nevada Conference Committee
This committee, appointed to prepare a history of the Methodist Church in California, received a grant from the Annual Conference for research and preparatory
studi es. R. R. Stuart, Chai rman; D on Chase, Secretary; Rev. L. L. Loofbourow,
Historian.

9· The Pony Express Museum
It is still in storage, but plans are now being prepared for its use in the near future.
Herbert and Therese S. Hamlin, Donors.
T elecourse in California History·
This course will not be given during the present school year. However, KVIE
(Channel 6, Sacramento), the California Central Valley E ducational Television
Station, may be on the air by the time this Historian reaches you . Undoubtedly, the
popular California History course will be repeated next year. In the m eantime,
KCVN-FM, the College of the Pacific Educational Radio Station, is presenting Dr.
R. Coke Wood in The California Story .
IO.

Research and Writing
Almost every member of the Related Historical Group is actively engaged in the
preparation of articles or books bearing on historical subjects.
I I.

Library Addition
The proj ect for the building of a new wing directly east of the present library is
moving forward. A special committee under the leadership of Librarian Allan Laursen
is busily engaged in the preparation of plans. This addition will also house the Pony
E xpress Museum.
I 2.

I

3. Westerners Foundation

As previously announced, The Westerners Foundation was established at the College
of the Pacific by Mr. Philip A. D anielson of Evanston, Illinois. Mr. Glenn Price is
the Executive Director.
I4. Publications Committee
A Publishing Committee, appointed by the Trustees of the Westerners Foundation,
is actively functioning under the chairmanship of John H. Jameson of Chicago.
I5· Stockton Corral of Westerners
This Corral of Westerners was organi zed in D ecember, I 95 8. Its meetings are held
on the second Thursday of the month. V. Covert Martin is Sheriff.

JEDEDIAH SMITH SOCIETY ROSTER
Acad. Calif. Church History, Fresno
L. Burr Belden, San Bernardino
William Biddick, Stockton
Grace Black, Stockton
H ilda E . Bloom, Stockton
Mary G. Bloom, Stockton
Mrs. Julius Blum, Stockton
The Bookmark, Stockton
Vera E. Brooke, College of Pacific
Leona K. Buckner, Lemoo re
Robert E. Burns, Co llege of Pacific
Leland D. Case, Chicago
Don M. Chase, Crescent City
William E. Clayton, Carmel
Robert F. Clazie, Courtland
H. G. Craw ford, Lakeport
Florence R. Cunningham, Saratoga
Philip A. Danielson, Evanston
Robert P. Danielso n, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Da sh, Turlock
Aubrey Drury, San Francisco
Bernice M. Duchow, Sonora
Arthur Farey, College of Pacific
Joel E. Ferris, Spokane
R. E. Fooshee, Olympia
H elen M . Foulke, Yreka
Mrs. Eugene Fountain, Arcata
Grace Fowler, Stockton
Fresno State College Library
L. S. Gerlough, San Francisco
Stuart C. Gibbons, Stockton
Lona Goebel, Stockton
C. M. Goethe, Sacramento
George D. Goodwin, Stockton

Fred J. Grumm, Sacramento
Mrs. Howard M. Gunton, Oakland
Judge Sherrill Halbert, Sac ramento
George P. Hammond, Berkeley

Mrs. Wm. M. O'Donnell, Monterey
Fred D. Parr, San Francisco
G lenn P rice, Co llege of Paci fic
Frank B. Putnam, Los Angeles
Michael H arrison, Sacramento
Mrs. Californi a B. Quint, Redding
Joel W. Hedgpeth, Sebastopol
Catherine Mari e Rae, Anderson
Mrs. Robert Helms, Grants Pass
Earl Ramey, Marysv ille
W alter T. H elms, Richmond
Lewis Rice, Modesto
The Holmes Book Company, Oakland
Wendell P. Roop, Sewell, N.J.
Harry D. Hubbard, Stockton
Jess R. Rudkin, Co llege of Pacific
Rockwell D. Hunt, Stockton
Harold G. Schutt, Lindsay
J. R. Hutchins, College of Pacific
J effrey Schweitzer, Jackson
Mrs. Lee A. James, Alturas
D. E. Skinner, San Francisco
Mrs. Luther Johnson, Watsonvi lle
Donald G. Smiley, College of Pacific
H ank Jones, San Leandro (Stanford)
Edward R. Smith, Stockton
H erbert C. J ones, San Jose
Matthew D. Smith, Mitchell, S. D.
Robert W. Keller, Oakland
Mrs. George J. Smith, Alton, Ill.
Vierling Kersey, Van N uys
State Historical Society of Missouri
Prisci lla H. Keza r, Stockton
Grace D. Stuart, College of P acific
Merrell A. Kitchen, Stockton
Reginald R. Stuart, Co llege of Pacific
Tully C. Knoles, Stockton
Irene E. Tapper, Oakland
Charles F. Lambert, Willows
Myrle Thatcher, Altadena
Margaret Hanna Lang, Carmel
Bishop Donald Harvey Tippett, S. F.
A llan R. Laursen, College of Pacific
Tulare County Hist. Society, Visa lia
Leon L. Loofbourow, Richmond
Dorothy Tye, Stockton
Alia C. McCarthy, Castroville
Mrs . A. F. Van Deventcr, Ft. Dick
Hon. Geo. P. Mi ller, W ashington, D. C. Howard 0. Welty, Oakland
Lester McDonald, Bakersfield
G. A. Werner, Stockton
V. Covert Martin, Stockton
Leon 0. Whitsell, Stockton
Frederick E . Maser, Phila.
Bern ice Senn Whithall, Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Moore, Stockton
Vera L. Whithall, Altadena
B. J . Morris, Berkeley
R. Coke Wood, College of Pacific
Mrs. K . M. C. Neill, Grants Pass
Edna L. Wright, Healdsburg
AdaM. Young, Long Beach
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A Year on the Yuba
By

ALEXANDER HoLMEs MAcDoNALD

Concluded

[May 23rd 58]
And felt as if they would countenance it then I fell in with Mr Cudotha who was
very well pleased to meet me and who said would take great interest in selling as many
Tickets as he possibly could so about 0 past I I took my leave of Downi evi lle and
f aced the bi g Hill once more about 0 past 4 I arrived in Forest City where I met
Frank Owens together with Brothers Murray and Reese the former from Nova
Scotia and latter from Canada after visiting their H all and conversing f or some time
together we took our leave of them and started homeward where we arrived shortly
after dark as it was the first ride I had on horse back since I came to the Mountains I
felt very tired indeed so much so that I could scarcely walk.
This week there were great Notices up that a circus34 would perform on the ni ght
of our F estival So at the earnest solicitations of the most of our Townsmen we concluded to change the night of our Festival and have it on Thursday the 27th
for the last fortnight I have been working for Mr L andes with Mr Morrow on
their Block machine sawing blocks &c
I think I will get pretty steady work there for a month or two
Duncan Fraser was up this week from San Juan he gave us a good deal of N ews
he told us that Mr Palmer on Manzanita Hill was killed in his Tunnel while tapping
a shaft that filled on him and that Sam Clifford and others got their L egs arms &c
broke by caves he also told us that A McLean Dan's brother died and J ames Sutherland was very little better I f elt very sorry to hear all the foregoing news he says the
boys down there are doing pretty well in general
There were two men killed at Woolsey's Flat in the past week by caves coming
on them
There are very little casualties on this fiat nowadays
The Excitement in regard to Frazier River Mines 35 is still continuing and increasing
last mail I had a Letter from brother Finlay R the folk are all well I was glad to
hear from him

May 3ot!t 58
On Monday and Tuesday I worked at the Block machine and as Miller was fixing
a circular saw drove by the same power we could not do any more so I began to aid in
fitting up the Union Hotel for our Festival assisted by a number of the brothers while
the Ladies were making preparations for the Supper on Thursday evening W e got
both houses ready in which I had to fix the Evergreens which they said looked pretty
Well whether they did or not they were a great deal of trouble to fix them Shortly
after dark the parties began to assemble and by 8 O ,Clock they were all pretty much
gathered there and began to dance but shortly after they began we concluded the room
was too small and as Mr Lawrence offered his Dance room gratis we moved down
there where we could dance to our hearts content about I o O'Clock we came to supper
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which was universally applauded after supper we had some toasts read some of which
were loudly applauded the Post Office was then opened also the Grab bag and Prize
cake which were all well patronized There were a few from Downieville and some
from Forest city also the L Presiding & L Past.
There were some from all the Towns in the vicinity we got something over $300
and the Expences were some over $zoo so that there will be about $6o over expences
not a great deal to benefit a Templars Hall.
The Evening before the Festival just as John and I were sitting down to supper we
were surprised by Mrs Landes and Miss Roach calling to see us they were going to sell
Tickets and they wished me to accompany them so we started and before we reached
home got $6o the most of which we could not have got had we not gone around--The Festival is now past and I do sincerely trust that I shall never be engaged in another
last Friday night there was a circus in town which was by far the most interesting
I have seen in the Mountains there was a splendid turnout and excellent accomodations for all who wished to go as there were seats all around the ring pretty much there
was a very laughable peice acted entitled Jack the Giant Killer.
on Tuesday and Wednesday nights the Quarterly meetings were held here there
was not much of an attendance I suspect on account of how busy we all were with
our Festival.
I did not get to the Sabbath School the day but at night was to hear Mr Peirce
Preach. I think that if Mr Peirce was to try and study his sermons more he would make
a much better preacher it seems to me he does not study them any at all
June 6th I s8

This week I have been out at the Block Mill
June 2oth r8s8

I have been working with the Bruce boys for the most part of the last two weeks
they did pretty well this time We cleaned up our tail flume and got $579.00 the
Boys then turned to and cleaned up one or two of the Dams and got $879.00 So that
it turned out pretty well this time but I think as we are all after making up our minds
to go to Frazer River we will sell out of the Cannon & Tail flum
last Tuesday evening as the Sr V. I. and I were entering the Hall Hugh Fraser
came up to me and said a Gentlemen from Scotland was in the Cabin and wished to see
me immediately So in a short time I went back and found my old Partner and Friend
John Forbes waiting for me so after a cordial salutation by each we proceeded to the
Social Temple where we had a splendid time Mr Forbes thought a great deal of our
Sisters and as we had an initiation he had an opportunity of seeing us work he thought
all the Officers acted their parts first rate
during the week we were invited out to Tea by the Sisters and had frequent Visitsthey all are endeavoring to discourage me from going up to Frazer River I feel sorry
myself to leave Orleans Flat but as I think I can better my condition by going up, I am
determined to go unless I hear something that will discourage me
last week John Chisholm's partners (Williams & Brownly) left and the stages are
full daily with persons who are bound thither from the different places in this Vicinity
the News still continue to be very favourable so that in the latter part of July the rush
will be tremendous
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last Mail I got Letters from Jolm, Charlesina, James Cummings Hon Mr Holmes
Alexdr McDonald Sam Fraser (Lailer son) Jessie E. Grant and yesterday's Mail
I did not receive any, but I got a great amount of very interesting information from all
my correspondents. I must try and make the correspondence so interesting to them all
that they will continue it. Mr Cumming's was an excellent Letter giving a description
of Political and religious affairs in Pictou

August 8th I sB
A long time has elapsed now without me writing any in my Journal but it was
owing to the fix I was in about leaving for Frazer River and getting ready, which so
occupied my time so that I could scarely do any thing at the first the news kept so
encouraging that John and I had made up our minds to start about the fifthteenth of
July but as so much discouraging news was coming back we agreed that John should
go and I should bear half his expences till he would return if he did not get any thing
or if he did strike any thing I was to share it and come right up- just as we had made
up our mind to that effect three boys that had left this flat had come back-they went
up as far as fort hope on the Frazer and they saw enough to convince them to come
back and wait for a few months at least-yet some of them are determined to go
back in the fall if the river falls low enough to mine there. Some think that it all is a
great humbug and that there never was one speck of gold got there others that some
of the Bars were salted while some have believ [ ed] firmly that it is a great gold country
but at present affairs are in a bad condition up there as there are thousands up the River
who cannot get provisions and have to live on wild fruit and Mule-Meat I am afraid
there will be much suffering there
The Hudson Bay Companl 6 are acting very fairly and generously towards the
miners by selling all provisions at a low per centage and keeping all speculators in their
own place
Charles Mcintosh and George Ham started last week for Sacramento and Sanfrancisco to go to Frazer River-they did not know when they left but they might buy a
ranch and go to raise stock but by the letter I had from him a day or two ago he says
they are to start this week for up there I am afraid they are acting rather rashly in
going in the face of so much discouragement.
Wm J. Bruce Joe Bruce and John Hoskins started home they left Sanfrancisco
on the 5th of this month-! had a Letter from Wm Bruce which he had written the
day before he sailed they were all in good cheer and I sincerely hope they shall arrive
safe at their respective homes where I feel assured they shall be heartily welcomed by
their Parents who were so anxious to see them after their long absence
two or three weeks ago 4 Sisters and 5 brother T emplars went over to Forest City
to meet Sierra Social Temple We had a very [nice] time going there and a splendid
time over there We met with them in the Social Temple where we had some good
speeches as well as a social conversation-they then opened in the Degree of Love
where we saw they did not work so well in them as we did ourselves after we came
back to the Forest City Exchange We enjoyed ourselves till a late hour engaged in a
great many social plays Next morning we called on Mr Sheldon 3 7 the Preacher where
he showed and explained the working of a Sewing Machine. We then started for home
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Mrs Morrow Miss Roach Gallagh er & I called on Mrs Garber (Smiths Flat) who
we found was a very amiable Lady after staying a short time we started and arrived
safe at home but as Miss Roach & G allagher were going over from this flat to Moores
her Horse shyed and she f ell off which injured her ancle very much so that she is only
just getting over it now and I expect it will be weak for a time
A Number of our Templars have left and we got a few in but on the whole it has
decreased since I wrote last concerning it-Some time ago we thought we should turn
to and buy the Hall we m eet in from Mr Laundes but last Monday week they reconsidered all they had previously done concerning it and last Monday night resolved to
build on Moores Flat-to build a second story on a House Mr Laundes was putting up
-so a Subscription paper was opened to see how much money could be got by borrowing or given by donations in a few minutes there was upward of $500 subscribed A
building Committee was then appointed consisting of Bros J. Wolfe J. Nutwell I.
Gallagher J. B. Willey & A. McDonald who immedi ately organized and instructed
brother Landes to proceed immediately and procure Lumber and finish it in the shortest
time he could which he agreed to the estimate of all the costs excepting papering and
furniture was estimated at $7 5 9.00 So that I think there is at least a show of us having
a Hall of our own in a short time
I have taken 8 or 9 L essons in a dancing School the last number of weeks I succeeded in learning the most of all the fancy steps but the W altz which bothers me a
good deal on account of making my head so dizzy-I think I can go through those
Cotillion and Quadrilles now without looking and acting so very stupid as I used to
when in company previous to my going to th e dancing school.
And so his journal ended.
NOTES
On May 3, 1857, James Cutter, an associate of Joseph Andrew Rowe, founder of California's Pioneer Circus, reported from Orleans Flat:
"The region of country we have travelled through is mostly new and not so thickly settled as
farther south and the towns are some distance from each other and being immediately on the track
of Bennetts company, that was a true humbug, our success in a pecuniary way has not been as prosperous as we could wish and the expences being heavy so high up in the mountains ... "
-Rowe, California's Pioneer Ciretts, 19 26, p. 51.
35· See also, Archives of British Columbia, Memoir No. VI, The Early History of the Fraser
River Mines by Frederic W. Howay.
36 . Ibid., pp. ix and x.
37· Probably Henry B. Sheldon. Anthony, pp. 98 - 99.
34·

LATER LIFE
Alexander Holmes MacDonald writes of his mining experience: "I had the usual
miner's luck of ups and clowns."
On June 25, 1861, he was married in Nevada City to Naomi Ruth Landes, the
young lady of whom he wrote on January I, 1858: "Miss Laundes who I think
deserved all the praise and presents she got for the manner she conducted herself at the
exhibition ... "Thus, though the mountains brought him no fortune, they did bring
him a wonderful wife.
(Concluded on page 24)
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The Log Book ofP. A. Athearn
By

LovELIA ATHEARN

Continued from A.ugust issue
Sunday July 8th
Left camp at 6 o'clock and reached Ham's Fork in 5, a Branch of Bear River.
Continued up the Branch for a short distance and commenced ascending a high range
of Mountains at the top of which we passed a beautiful grove of Fir & Quaking Ash
Trees. Plenty of snow and cold spring water near the road. The descent to the valley
of a Small Spring Branch was sudden and very steep. Ascended another long hill part
way and encamped. Descent very steep to a valley that led to the "Bear River." 23
Bear River valley about four miles wide and covered with a luxuriant growth of
grass of different kinds at the point we struck it.
Monday July· 9th
Left camp at top of Mountain (as before mentioned) at 6 o'clock and reached the
valley in about 9 miles and nooned- Two miles reached the "South Fork" of Bear
River, a bad creek to cross with several mouths. Five miles further encamped.
Tuesday July roth
Left camp at 6 o'clock. Madison Boys remained. Creek from the North 13 After
crossing, retraced our steps down towards Bear River about two miles where we
ascended a high hill and left the River. Reached Bear River again over very rough
2 hills part of the road.
Wednesday July I Ith
Left camp at 6 o'clock and continued up the valley of Bear River for ro hours
making about 24 miles today over an excellent road.
Thursday July. I 2 th
Bear Springs, a number of springs of clear water that resembles and tastes like
Soda Water. Two or three other Soda Springs where we encamped 9
Friday July 13th
Started at ;4 to 6 o'clock-passed three small streams furnished from Springs.
Small Creek 9· Continued up the valley to foot of hill of the dividing ridge between
this and the valley of Lewis Fork of the Columbia River. 2 miles up hill encamped
Saturday July 14th
Left camp at sYz o'clock and continued to ascend the Hills-over a very broken and
hilly country. At bottom of Hill found several large fine Springs of excellent water.
To the left of the road Small Creek country flat and sandy for most of the way to the
Spring near Port Neuf River where we encamped 2 miles from the River
Sunday July 15th

Remained in camp all day
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Monday July r6th
Started at 53/z o'clock. Crossed several small streams caused by Springs-very bad
to cross-continued through a low bottom to Fort Hall, a Trading Post built after the
style of Fort Laramie, situated on the bank of the Lewis Fork of the Columbia River
which here is about So yards wide. Bannock River ford a stream of about IOO yards
wide. After crossing we ascended to a higher bottom of Sand covered with Sage and
destitute of grass. Small Branch with good grass in the low bottom.
Tuesday· July I 7th
Arrived at the Lewis Fork and followed it to the falls - a fall of about I5 feet in
200 yards and River 200 yards wide. Road continues near the River today.
Wednesday July r8th
Started at Y<i. to 6 o'clock and continued up near the River to where the bluff or
Rocks come to the River. The road here turns short to the left up a ravine and leaves
the Lewis Fork. The country is almost destitute of grass. Cooper Spring branches at
short distance. Road now runs over a Sage Desert to a small creek I Yz rods wide.
Encamped on creek.
Thursday July r9th
Left camp at sY<i. o'clock. Followed the Creek for 43/z miles-crossed again and
struck out again on the Sage Desert for another creek the same width. Grass good.
The road runs parallel with the creek before reaching the ford for about 2 miles.
After crossing the road takes a course along the base of the hills gradually ascending
over a barren to a Branch of the same creek as last.
Friday July 2oth
Left camp at 5Y<i. o'clock-the road following the Branch (grass good) for some
5 miles and then commenced gradually ascending a low range of hills. Small Branch
I 9 Warm Spring 3 These Springs lie to the right of the road in a swampy place
near the base of the hills. Water about I 20 and clear. Encamped here.
Saturday July 2Ist

Started at 5Yz o'clock. Small Creek I Yz rods wide Y<i.
Foot of Ravine 23/z
The road here leaves the bottom and takes up a rough rocky Ravine. Road very bad
and rocky following the Branch for about 4 miles. A short distance Springs to the left
of same. Spring Branch 9-Now commence ascending the Hill again. 2 or 3 Springs
3-Road rough & hilly. Small Branch 6. Encamped here.
Sunday July 2 2nd
Remained in camp. Attended church at the Springfield Co. Camp. Heard quite an
interesting discourse from the Text "Verily, Verily, I say unto you except a man be
born of the Water and of the Spirit he shall not have Eternal Life" by Rev. Mr.
Blakely of Iowa. After service he received into the Church one of the Co. and
immersed him in a pond in the Branch made by damming it. This considering the
place and surrounding circumstances was quite a novel sight.
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Monday July 23rd
Started at sYz o'clock ascending a steep hill. Goose Creek 3· The road continues
up the valley of Goose Creek. Road leaves the valley and turns up a Branch through
a deep Ravine for about 4·
Tuesday July 24th
Started at 6 Yz o'clock. Road leaves the Branch and goes over a range of hills. Road
good but no grass nor water till you arrive at a Spring Branch at the head of a valley.
Springs left of the road 5- Road leaves the valley 2 - Road arrives at a valley 5·
Small supply of water and good grass lower down in the valley.
Wednesday July 25th
Left camp at y,1. of 6. Road continued up same valley all day. Springs at every 5 or 6
miles. Hot Springs about mid way of the valley. Grass good in places.
Thursday July 26th

Started at 5Yz o'clock. Head of valley (good water) 29 Road here goes up a
Spring branch 2 miles and then ascends the hills. No grass. Spring in head of valley I 2
- Head of next valley 7 Road leaving valley 4· The water & grass in this valley are
injurious to Mules, and as it set our Mules to vomiting before they had eaten but very
little and they refused to eat any more. Head of valley-Small Creek 2 This is the
first water emptying into the Humbolt.
Friday· July 27th
We started at y,1. to 9 o'clock owing to our late drive last night. Frost and Ice for
several nights. This is a Singular Country - Snow in sight close at hand on the hills
and hot in the Valleys with very cold nights and lots of Mosquitoes. Traveled 6 hours
making I 5- Plenty of grass & water.
Saturday July 28

Started at y,1. after 5 o'clock-road continues down the valley for about 13 miles
and then goes over the hills successively within a few miles - road striking the river in
each valley and then following the river usually. Traveled 10 hours.
Sunday July 29th

Remained in camp. Had excellent grass.
Monday July 30th

Started at 50 o'clock. Road continued down the valley for 17 and then forks. Left
one following the River-Right taking over a high range of hills-distance to River
again IS. The River course is nearest (only 7 miles) and best in lower water.
Tuesday July 3 Ist

Left at 8 o'clock and traveled till 10Yz o'clock last night to reach water and grass.
Road following the valley for 3 to foot of hill where it turns again to the right over a
still higher and longer range of Mountains. No water now. This stretch, except a
Spring about~ the way over. Road arriving at River 22.
(Continued in May issue)
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A Year on the Yuba (Continued from page 2 o)
He had begun his teaching experience in his native Pictou County of Nova Scotia.
He resumed this career in Dutch Flat shortly after his marriage. Of this work, he
says: "I had to prove myself to be Master both physically, morally, and intellectually.
After which the rest was plain sailing and the most obstreperous became my friends."
The MacDonalds moved to Sacramento County in I 864 where he continued teaching in the public schools. In I 8 8 7 he became Superintendent of the Placerville grammar and high schools. His family resided on a ranch he had purchased at Brighton.
In January, I87o, he was elected Principal of the Sacramento Grammar School in
which he continued until June, I88o. During these years many students who later
became California leaders, were in his classes. Among others were Governor Hiram
W. Johnson, Timothy Hopkins, Fred and Will Crocker, Joseph D. Redding, and a
large number of doctors, attorneys, and business men.
During this period MacDonald organized the Sacramento Building and Loan
Association which enabled many people in that area to buy homes.
In August, I 88o, he was appointed principal of the Lincoln Evening School of San
Francisco, a position which he held for thirty-two years. At first the Lincoln School
consisted of seven ungraded classes. Under his leadership the classes increased to fortytwo with an enrollment of over 2500 students. According to two different Superintendents, the Lincoln School was the largest evening school in the United States under
one principal. Its graduates include many prominent lawyers, doctors, and business
men of California.
Mr. MacDonald died in San Francisco at the beginning of his ninetieth year. He
was an inspiring leader, a forthright citizen, and a kindly, thoughtful man.
(End of Year on the Yuba)
The Dexter Hazen Hutchins Letters (Continued from page 6)
apparently for our amusement blowing and puffing and sometimes they would jump
20 feet out of the water presenting a sight worth looking at. There are more things,
I should like to write of but there is not room. I will just say as to fare that it has
been better than I expected it would be though at home we would scarce give it to our
hogs the quantity is good enough, but some of the cooking is very bad but all are
healthy and in good spirits so we enjoy ourselves very well having a very agreeable
company with some exceptions. We hope to get to Panama (Sanf ran cisco) in 90 days
which will make in all I 54 days from N.Y. which is enough to make one sick of the
sea as soon as I get settled I shall write again and then shall expect answer from you
I hope these few lines will find you all enjoying the blessings of health and comfort
and further hope they will be received with the same spirit in which they are sent and
that you all will accept the love of your brother and true friend.
D. H. Hutchins
Claudius sends his love and respects
(Continued in May issue)

